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WORLD COUNCIL CONSIDERS DIACONAL TRAINING
BY CHRISTINA PARADELA
I attended a World Council of Churches gathering in Sao Leopoldo, Brazil (November
2011). It was a gathering for
diaconal ministers and those
involved in the training of
diaconal ministers from most
of Latin America.

On-site and in class, we discussed the challenge of raising funds for the work of diakonia, through the church and often from
governmental coffers while simultaneously
maintaining the prophetic
voice. This is especially difficult when that prophetic voice
challenges the very sources
of funding.

new policies regarding settlement will open
possibilities but in the United Church there is
a different sort of relationship with its diaconate. Unlike many other denominations represented in the World Council event, noncongregational work settings are not seen as
the norm in the United Church.
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An essential aspect of diakonia is the impera- In the United Church, some diaconal ministers
tive to be prophetic. Ministry must be trans- work in non-congregational settings such as
formative and the best tool to bring about
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